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HOMOLOGICAL INDEPENDENCE OF INJECTIVE HULLS

OF SIMPLE MODULES

OVER CERTAIN NONCOMMUTATIVE RINGS

JONATHAN S. GOLAN

Abstract. We study noncommutative rings R having the property that there is no

nonzero homomorphism between injective hulls of nonisomorphic simple left

R-modules. For rings satisfying the condition that the torsion theory cogenerated

by the injective hull of a simple left A-module is always jansian, we characterize

this property in terms of the lattice of torsion theories on the category of left

/{-modules.

0. Background and notation. Throughout the following R will denote an associa-

tive (but not necessarily commutative) ring with unit element 1 and /?-mod will

denote the category of unitary left Ä-modules and module homomorphisms.

Morphisms in Ä-mod will be written as acting on the right. If M is an object of

Ä-mod then the injective hull of M will be denoted by E(M). We will select, once

and for all, a complete set of representatives of isomorphism classes of simple

objects of Ä-mod and will denote this set by Ä-simp.

The complete brouwerian lattice of all (hereditary) torsion theories on Ä-mod

will be denoted by Ä-tors. Notation and terminology concerning Ä-tors will follow

[3]. In particular, if M is an object of Ä-mod then £(M) will denote the smallest

torsion theory in Ä-tors relative to which M is torsion and x(M) will denote the

largest torsion theory in Ä-tors relative to which M is torsionfree. (Note that this is

precisely the torsion theory cogenerated by E(M).) The unique minimal element of

Ä-tors is then £ = £(0) and the unique maximal element of R-tors is x = x(0)- The

lattice operations on .R-tors are defined as follows: if U Ç R-tors then a left

Ä-module is A ÍMorsion if and only if it is torsion with respect to every member

of U; the module is V ÍZ-torsionfree if and only if it is torsionfree with respect to

every member of U. If M is an object of Ä-mod and if t G R-tors then the unique

largest T-torsion submodule of M will be denoted by Tr(M). Note that M/ TT(M) is

then T-torsionfree.

The class of all objects of Ä-mod torsion with respect to a given element t of

Ä-tors is closed under taking submodules, homomorphic images, extensions, and

arbitrary direct sums. It is not in general closed under taking injective hulls; when

this condition holds, the torsion theory is said to be stable. It is also not in general
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closed under taking arbitrary direct products; when this condition holds, the

torsion theory is said to be jansian. Stable and jansian torsion theories are both

amply studied in [3].

1. //-rings. Following [6], we say that a ring R is a left H-ring if and only if

HomR(E(Mx), E(M2)) = 0 for any pair of distinct elements M, and M2 of Ä-simp.

Commutative //-rings have recently been studied by Camillo [1], who showed that

rings regular in the sense of von Neumann, polynomial rings in finitely-many

indeterminates over a field, and the ring of continuous functions on the unit

interval are all of this type. Polynomial rings in infinitely-many indeterminates over

a field are not //"-rings. If M, and M2 are distinct elements of /?-simp (where R is

no longer assumed to be commutative) then HomÄ(A/,, E(M2)) = 0 and so a

sufficient condition for R to be a left //-ring is that the torsion theory x(^) De

stable for every M G Ä-simp. Examples of noncommutative rings having this

property can be found, for instance, in [5]. Moreover, left OY-rings (i.e., those rings

over which every quasi-injective left R-module is injective) and left K-rings (those

rings over which every simple left /?-module is injective) are clearly left //-rings.

These rings and their applications are discussed in [2].

(1.1). Proposition. Any factor ring of a left H-ring is a left H-ring.

Proof. Let R be a left //-ring and let S = R/I be a factor ring of R. Then

S'-simp = {M G Ä-simp|/M = 0} is a complete set of representatives of the iso-

morphism classes of simple left S'-modules [6]. Moreover, if Nx and N2 are two left

5-modules then Hom^Tv*,, A/j) = Homs(A/„ N^; if N is a left S-module then the

injective hull of N in S-mod is E'(N) = {x G E(RN)\Ix = 0} [6, Proposition 2.27].

Now let Mx and M2 be distinct elements of 5-simp and, for i = 1, 2, let E'(M¡)

be the injective hull of M¡ in 5-mod. Then each E'(M¡) is an Ä-submodule of

E(M¡) and so, if there exists a nonzero S-homomorphism from E'(MX) to E'^M-J)

then it can be extended to a nonzero R-homomorphism from E(MX) to E(M2),

which is impossible since R is a left //-ring. Thus S too must be a left //-ring,   fj

(1.2). Proposition. If R is a ring satisfying the condition that TxiM¡)(R) +

Tx(MJ^R) = R for any pair Mx, M2 of distinct elements of R-simp then R is a left

H-ring. The converse holds if R satisfies the additional condition that x(A/) is jansian

for every M G Ä-simp.

Proof.  Let Mx  and M2 be distinct elements of Ä-simp and assume that

0 f* a G HomR(E(Mx), EiM-J). Since R = Tx(Mi)(Ä) + Tx(Mi)(R), we can write

1 - a + b, where a G Tx(m{R) and b G T^/r). But HomR(Tx(M¡)(R), E(M,))

= 0 for /' = 1, 2 and so, in particular, TX(M)(R) = (0: E(Mt)) for i = 1, 2. Thus for

any x G E(MX) we have xa = (lx)a = (ax + bx)a = (bx)a = b(xa) = 0, which

contradicts the choice of a. Therefore R is a left //"-ring.

Now, conversely, assume that R is a left //-ring satisfying the condition that

x(M) is jansian for every M G /?-simp. Let Mx and M2 be distinct elements of

/?-simp and set / = Tx(M¿(R) + Tx^Mj(R). Assume that this is a proper ideal of R.

Then / is contained in a maximal left ideal H of R. Moreover, for i = 1, 2 we see
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that R/Tx(M)(R) is x(A/,)-torsionfree and so there exists an index set ß(z') and an

Ä-monomorphism from R/T^M)(R) into £,(M,)a<0. If vt: R/Tx(M)(R)-+R/H is

the canonical surjection then, by injectivity, there exists an jR-homomorphism a,

making the diagram

R/TAMi)(R)   ^     £(A/,.)a(0

"¡l Ia.

R/H >h>     E(R/H)

commute. In particular, this implies that /¿(M,)"0* is not x(Ä/#)-t°rsion. Since

X(R/H) is jansian, this implies that E(M¡) is not x(/?///)-torsion for i = 1, 2 and

so HomR(E(M¡), E(R///)) ¥= 0 for i = 1, 2. This contradicts the hypothesis that R

is a left //-ring.    □

Since the lattice Ä-tors is complete brouwerian, every t G /?-tors has a meet

pseudocomplement which, following the notation of [3], we will denote by tx.

Then t A tx = | and tx > r' for every torsion theory t' G R-tors satisfying the

condition t A t' = £. Tèbyrcè [7] has given a complete characterization of tx as

follows: if we denote the set of all r-torsion elements of Ä-simp by T-simp then

t± = A {x(M)\M G T-simp}.

(1.3). Proposition. A ring R is a left H-ring if and only //|(£'(M))X = £(M)X for

every M G Ä-simp.

Proof. If M, and M2 are distinct elements of Ä-simp and if 0 ^ a G

HomÄ(/s(A/,), E(M2)) then £'(A/1)a is a nonzero submodule of ¿{A/j) and so, by

simplicity, M2 Ç. E(Mx)a. This implies that Ai2 is £(/s(A/,))-torsion. On the other

hand, if M2 is |(£'(A/1))-torsion then there exists a nonzero Ä-homomorphism from

E(MX) to E(M2). Thus we see that the condition that R be a left //-ring is

equivalent to the condition that |(/s(A/))-simp = {A/} for any simple left R-mod-

ule M or, in other words, that £(E(M))X = x(^0 for all such M. But, by Tèbyrcè's

characterization, it is immediate that x(^0 = £(M)X for any simple left Ä-module

M, and so we are done.    □

Recall that a lattice L, every element u of which has a meet pseudocomplement

ux, is said to be a Sto/ie* lattice if and only if (h, A u-¡)x = uxx \J u2 for all ux,

u2El L. Stone lattices are an important class of distributive lattices and have been

fully characterized. See [4] for details.

(1.4). Proposition. // R is a left H-ring satisfying the condition that x(^0 is

jansian for every M G Ä-simp then /?-tors is a Stone lattice.

Proof. If r and a are two elements of /?-tors then r /\a <t and so (t A o)x >

tx. Similarly (t A o)x > ax and so (t A o)x > tx V o±- Assume that this in-

equality is strict. Then there exists a nonzero left /{-module N which is (t A <*)X-

torsion and (tx V ax)-torsionfree. That is to say,

(1) HomR(N, E(M)) = 0 for all M G T-simp n o-simp;

(2) there exists an index set Q and an Ä-monomorphism

<¡>: N-*(R{E{M)\ M ^r-simp))*;
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(3) there exists an index set A and an Ä-monomorphism

4>:N->(\1{E(M)\ M G a-simp}) .

In particular, from (1) we see that A/<i> is contained in

Ex = (II{£(M)| M G T-simp \ a-simp )f

and Aty is contained in

E2 = (u {E(M)\ M G a-simp \ T-simp})A.

Since E2 is injective, there exists an /{-homomorphism ß: Ex —* E2 satisfying

<(>ß = \¡/. Since x(^0 is jansian for every M G a-simp \ T-simp by assumption, it

follows that x(E2) = A {x(^)l M G a-simp \ T-simp} is also jansian. In particu-

lar, this implies that there must exist simple left Ä-modules A/, G T-simp \ a-simp

and M2 G a-simp \ T-simp for which we have HomR(E(Mx), EÇM^) ¥= 0, con-

tradicting the hypothesis that R is a left //-ring. This implies that we must indeed

have(T A«)1 = t1- V»1.   □

(1.5). Proposition. For a ring R satisfying the condition that x(^f) is jansian for

every simple left R-module M the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is a left H-ring.

(2) (i) /{-tors is a Stone lattice; and

(ii) // A/, and M2 are distinct elements of Ä-simp then

TxW,)(R) + Tx(Mj(R) = Tx(.m,)vx(m2)(r)-

Proof. By Proposition 1.4 we already know that (1) implies (2)(i). Moreover, if

A/, and M2 are distinct elements of /{-simp then by Proposition 1.2 we have

R =   rx(",)(Ä) +   TX(Mj(Rï £   TX<,M0VXÎMj(Rï £  R   aild   SO   We   mUSt   haVe   (2X")-

Conversely, assume (2). If A/, and M2 are distinct elements of Ä-simp then by

[3, Proposition 12.1] we have £ = £(A/,) A Í(M2) and so, by (2)(i), we have x = £ ±

= è(Mx)x V èiM^ = x(Mx) V XW- This implies that R = Tx(Mi)VxiM¿R) and

so by (2)(ii) we have R = Tx(^M¡)(R) + rx(A/i)(/{). By Proposition 1.2, this implies

that R is a left //-ring.    □

2. The jansian condition. The "converse" portion of Proposition 1.2 is not true

unless some other condition is present besides the condition that R is a left //-ring.

To see this, we note that the ring Z of integers is a left //-ring since the simple left

Z-modules are just those of the form Z/(p), where p is a prime integer. For each

such p, E(Z/(p)) = Z(/7°°); see [6] for details. On the other hand, since Z is an

integral domain, we have TT(Z) = 0 for all x ^ t G Z-tors. (This example was

supplied to me by Jay Shapiro in a private communication.)

The condition imposed in §1-namely that x(^) is jansian for every simple left

Ä-module A/-is sufficient though probably not necessary. It is not the purpose of

this note to enter in detail into the ramifications of this condition, but it is worth

pointing out two extreme examples.

(1) A ring R is said to be left semiartinian if and only if every nonzero left

/{-module has a nonzero socle. If R is a left semiartinian ring then any torsion
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theory x^T e /{-tors is of the form A{x(^/)l A/ G A} for some nonempty

subset A of Ä-simp. As a result, if R is a left semiartinian ring then every torsion

theory of the form x(^0 for some simple left /{-module M is jansian if and only if

every element of /{-tors is jansian. By [3, Proposition 22.22] we see that this

happens if and only if the ring R is right perfect. A ring R is left stable if and only

if every element of Ä-tors is stable. By Proposition 1.3, it is clear that left stable

rings are left //-rings. Left stable left semiartinian rings are completely char-

acterized in [3, Proposition 23.8] and such rings need not be right perfect. Hence

we see that the jansian condition is not a consequence of the condition that R be a

left //-ring.
(2) A ring R is said to be left local if and only if all simple left /{-modules are

isomorphic. If M is a simple left /{-module and if R is left local then for any proper

left ideal / of R we have a canonical epimorphism from R/I to M and so, in

particular, HomR(R/I, E(M)) ^ 0. Thus there are no proper x(^0-dense left

ideals of R and so x(M) = £• This torsion theory is always jansian and so the

jansian condition holds for any left local ring.
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